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PLATINUM CLUB 2X FORCED RECYCLE MATRIX

You

1st Level

2nd Level

2 X 2 Recycle Follow Your Sponsor Matrix 

The 2nd Level is your Pay Line Level

There is a total of six (6) 2x2 Forced Recycle Matrices for the Shoppers Club that can each earn you from 

$40 - $1,500 per cycle, starting with just a one-time additional purchase of $35 which will get you one paid 

entry into the “Bronze” matrix of our Shopper's Saving Club. 



Bronze Matrix: 

Costs $35 And Pays Out $40 

Second line Matrix Amount of $35 X 4 Sales = $140 

$80 advances you into Copper Matrix 

$40 Commission

You must have a total of 4 Bronze Matrix Members on your Pay Line Level to 

cycle.

Copper Matrix: 

Costs $80 And Pays Out 100

Second line Matrix Amount of $80 X 4 Sales = $320

$200 advances you into Silver Matrix 

$100 Commission

You must have a total of 4 Copper Matrix Members on your Pay Line Level to 

cycle.



Silver Matrix: 

Costs $200 And Pays Out $360

Second line Matrix Amount of $200 X 4 Sales = $800 

$400 advances you into Platinum Matrix 

$360 Commission

You must have a total of 4 Silver Matrix Members on your Pay Line Level to cycle.

Platinum Matrix: 

Costs $400 And Pays Out $1500

Second line Matrix Amount of $400 X 4 Sales = $1600 

$1500 Commission

You must have a total of 4 Platinum Matrix Members on your Pay Line Level to 

cycle.

Cycles can repeat continuously! Each 2x2 matrix is a forced-filled, follow-your-Sponsor matrix. No positions 

will be skipped over! 



*** MATRIX DETAILS ***

Rules: All Club Members must start at the one-time $35Bronze Matrix level. There are no exceptions. No 

one can purchase into higher matrix levels, which keeps the forced matrix progression smooth and 

steady, and prevents members from skipping over their Sponsor and upline, because each forced-filled 

matrix is a true “Follow-Your-Sponsor” matrix. As each matrix completes, you are paid into one position in 

the next highest matrix. Each matrix includes membership into the “Club BizsSmart Shopper Savings 

Club” at different levels.



*** DISCLAIMERS ***

EARNINGS DISCLAIMER

Club BizsSmartLLC  has made every effort to accurately represent its compensation plan and overall business 

opportunity, as presented in this material. Club BizsSmart pays out a commission on every sale pursuant to the 

compensation plan. No commissions are paid for the recruitment of others. However, individual results can vary, 

and will be based on an individual's ability, experience, dedication, and level of desire. There are no specific 

guarantees concerning the level of success that anyone may experience. There are no specific guarantees, 

promises or assurances that examples of past earnings can be duplicated in the future. Club BizsSmart does not 

offer investment or tax advice. Check with your accountant, lawyer or professional advisor before acting on this or 

any information. Users of Club BizsSmart products and services are advised to do their own due diligence when it 

comes to making business decisions. Club BizsSmart hereby disclaim any personal liability (tangible and 

intangible), or loss or risk incurred as a consequence of the use and application, either directly or indirectly, of any 

advice, information or methods presented herein. Neither the information, nor any opinion contained within this 

document constitutes a solicitation or offer by Club BizsSmart, or its officers, partners, members, customers, or 

affiliates to buy or sell any securities, options, or other financial instruments.

TESTIMONIALS DISCLAIMER

In accordance with the FTC guidelines concerning the use of endorsements and testimonials in 

advertising, please be aware of the following: Testimonials appearing within this document are actually 

received via text, audio or video submission. They are individual experiences, reflecting real life 

experiences of those who have used the Club BizsSmart products and/or services in some way or 

another. However, they are individual results and results does vary. Club BizsSmart does not claim that 

they are typical results that customers will generally achieve. The testimonials are not necessarily 

representative of all of those who will use the Club BizsSmart products and/or services. The testimonials 

displayed (text, audio and/or video) are given verbatim, except for correction of grammatical or typing 

errors. Some have been shortened. In other words, not the whole message received by the testimonial 

writer is displayed, when it seemed lengthy or not the whole testimonial seemed relevant for the general 

public. Club BizsSmart is not responsible for any of the opinions or comments listed in this document. 

Club BizsSmart is not a forum for testimonials, however, provides testimonials as a means for new 

customers to share their experiences with one another.
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